AIR PURIFICATION PRODUCTS

TESTED AND PROVEN TO REDUCE SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19
(SARS-CoV-2 is the virus that causes COVID-19)

NASA-Based ActivePure
Technology® Rapidly
Eliminates 99.9% of
Airborne SARS-CoV-2
Virus in FDA-Compliant
Military Lab Tests
(Article Link)

“Going out on the attack and proactively neutralizing covid-19 viruses is a highly effective way to
minimize the amount of virus that reaches your mask or lands on surfaces you may touch,” said
Andy Eide, vice president of engineering at ActivePure in a statement. (link)
Below is surface testing data for Aerus Hydroxyl Blaster with ActivePure® Technology**

** Aerus is the parent company of Vollara
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AIR & SURFACE PRO (No-Ozone)
This small but powerful surface and air purifier uses our patented ActivePure® Technology. It is
proven to reduce over 99% of surface micro-organisms and dramatically reduce airborne
contaminants and allergens in the air, without the use of ozone.

ActivePure® is the only air purification
technology recognized exclusively,
worldwide, as Certified Space Technology.
 New & Improved Patented ActivePure® Cell
destroys over 99% of all surface and airborne
contaminants faster
 Eliminates common triggers of allergies, asthma, &
irritants to those with sensitive immune systems

2017 SPACE TECHNOLOGY HALL
OFFAME INDUCTEE

 Destroys viruses, bacteria, mold, fungi, and VOCs,
smoke and odors without ozone

PROUDLY DESIGNED,
DEVELOPED AND
ENGINEERED IN THE USA.

NATURE’S HEALTHY IONS

The ActivePure® Technology built into each Aerus Pure & Clean is based on a variation
of the technology originally developed for use on the International Space Station and is
recognized as the exclusive Certified Space Technology™ in its category.

 Uses a UVC light to oxidize and ionize the air
 Coverage up to 500 sq. ft. to 3,000 sq. ft.*
 Portable, no installation required
 Uses only 43 Watts of electricity…less than a
standard light bulb
 3-year limited warranty

Features


Positive & Negative Multipoint, RF Ion Generation



Maintenance reminders



Five-speed fan



Replaceable ActivePure® Cells



LCD display



Removable rear grill



HEPA and Activated Carbon Filters



Universal Power supply with cords

*Depends on variables such as severity and frequency of pollution, humidity, and temperature.
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HOW IT WORKS

•

•

Traditional ‘passive’ technologies, such
as HEPA, remove contaminants only if
and when they travel through the
purification unit.
They can help reduce air pollution to
a degree, but they do not reduce
surface contamination at all anddo
not adequately reduce airborne
contaminants.

•

ActivePure® ‘proactively’ targets
contaminants – viruses, bacteria, mold,
fungi, VOCs, and allergens – in theair and on
surfaces, eliminating them on contact to
99.9999%.

•

Derived from NASA Technology as used in
the International Space Station.

•

The only Certified Space Technology in the
world in itsclass.

•

Neutralizes pollutants and contaminants in
places that other technologies and filtration
systems can’treach.

•

Delivers measurable and proven results in
Independent Studies.

ActivePure® has been tested in independent labs and proven to reduce and eliminate viruses, bacteria, mold
and fungi on surfaces and in the air.
It works by harnessing microscopic oxygen and water molecules in the air that then go through our
purification units, which are equipped with an ActivePure® honeycomb matrix.
While inside the matrix, the molecules are transformed into friendly-yet-powerful oxidizers. As they’re
released back into the air, these supercharged ActivePure® molecules seek and rapidly destroy contaminants,
fungi, mold, and odor-causing bacteria – even ones that try to hide in hard-to-reach places.
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Recently In The News…
“Additionally, ActivePure installed in a Pennsylvania preschool witnessed an 80% reduction
in sick days and in an Indiana school an 80% reduction in flu-related dismissals. “
Reference: ActivePure Communications Article
Aerus ActivePure Technology Air Purifier Kills COVID-19 on Surfaces in Lab Results
Aerus ActivePure Air and Surface Purifier Provides 99.98% SARS-CoV-2 Surface Reduction
Rate in Controlled, Independent Laboratory Studies
Reference: BusinessWire Article Link
“Harleton ISD, with the help of Harrison County, purchased Aerus air purifying machines which
have been installed throughout the district’s buildings and more are on the way, Ratcliff said.
“We are very blessed here to have a low number of positive cases this year and to have our air
purification systems in all of our classrooms,” Ratcliff said. “Those units ionize the air and kill
airborne bacteria and also sanitize surfaces throughout the night. We have had them running
since Nov. 20 when school let out for Thanksgiving break.”
Reference: Harleton Article Link
Crabtree announces implementation of air purification system in schools, town buildings
to mitigate COVID-19 spread
Reference: Crabtree Article Link
Piapot FN school looks to clean-air option for back-to-school plans
Reference: Piapot Article Link
“The search for air purifiers turned into a journey akin to “The Amazing Race” for the Silver Lake
Regional School District, after the superintendent said a shipment was delayed due to the
California wildfires. With just days to go until schools opened, the facilities department teamed
up with Plymouth wholesaler Cohen-Friedberg Associates to secure the devices from a Virginia
company and have them trucked more than 800 miles by a volunteer driver in less than 48
hours. “It was remarkable,” Cohen-Friedberg Senior Vice President Stephen Brown said. “I feel
extremely proud to be able to be a part of the solution.”
Reference: Boston Herald Article Link
FDA Grants Class II Medical Device Clearance for Aerus Medical Guardian with ActivePure
Technology
Reference: YahooFinance Article Link
Additional Articles Available
Reference: ActivePure: In the News
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PERFORMANCE TESTING
MS2 bacteriophage RNA Virus

Aspergillus Niger Fungal Mold

Reduction of Airborne Contaminants

Reduction of Airborne Contaminants

99.9999%

99.99%

Reduction after 60 minutes
treatment

Reduction after 60 minutes
treatment

Staphylococcus epidermidis-Grampositive Bacteria

Erwinia herbicola – Gram-negative
Bacteria

Reduction of Airborne Contaminants

Reduction of Airborne Contaminants

99.9999%
Reduction after 60 minutes
treatment

Phi-X147 bacteriophage DNA Virus
Reduction of Airborne Contaminants

99.999%
Reduction after 60 minutes
treatment

Bacillus Globigii Bacterial Mold
Reduction of Airborne Contaminants

99.993%
Reduction after 60 minutes
treatment
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Space Technology Hall of Fame

The ActivePure family of products was designed around the concept that was proven by the NASA-funded team.
While there are similar products, the Aerus team took the concept of the space-based ethylene scrubber and
further developed the technology to build a family of products that benefit people in their everyday life.
ActivePure has been validated in numerous case studies, proving the technology dramatically reduces
concentrations of airborne aerosol contaminants, neutralizing viruses and bacteria, and wiping out infectious germs
and viruses including the likes of methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus (MRSA).
ActivePure devices have been installed in facilities where there is high risk for contaminates; schools, hospitals,
restaurants and even several Major League Baseball teams’ locker facilities. Once installed, testing showed bacteria
counts and air particles were dramatically reduced.
Photocatalytic oxidation may trace its roots to the space program, and potentially clean air and water for astronauts
on future deep-space exploration missions, but the most important impact is in improving everyday life on Earth.

https://www.spacefoundation.org/space_technology_hal/radiant-catalytic-ionization-rci/
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ADDITIONAL INFO & REFERENCES
Space Foundation Hall of Fame
FDA Medical Class II Device
ActivePure® Technology Air Purifier Kills COVID-19
Aerus Website
Vollara Website
Additional Related Info

References available upon request
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Product Listing
PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS
Over 99% contaminant reduction
Coverage: 500-3000sqft
ActivePure Cells/UVC light
Ozone-free (Pro) & Ozone (Pro+)
Power Consumption: 43 watts
Size: 11.75” x 9.5” x 10”
Three (3) Year Limited Warranty

Vollara Air & Surface Pro
(Model #MCS0170, No-Ozone)

MCS0170 (Pro)
MCS0171 (Pro+)

Vollara Air & Surface Pro+
( Model #MCS0171, Ozone)

Fresh Air Mobile

Coverage: up to 500sqft
ActivePure Needlepoint Ionization
Power Consumption: 10.7 watts, max
Size: 3.625” x 1” x 6”
One (1) Year Limited Warranty

Aerus
Hydroxyl Blaster

MCS0301*

Kills 99.98% of SARS-CoV-2 on surface
Large Open Areas up to 20,000 sqft
4 ActivePure Cells
Power Consumption: 172 watts
Airflow Rate: 300 CFM
Size: 13” x 22” x 13”
Three (3) Year Limited Warranty

Aerus
Beyond Air Guardian

MCS1732

Over 99% contaminant reduction
Large Open Areas up to 2,000 sqft
Power Consumption: 23 to 80 watts
Air Exchange: 4.2 ACH (351sqft), 1 ACH (up to
2000sqft)
Size: 23” x 20” x 11”
Five (5) Year Limited Warranty

Aerus
Medical Guardian

MCS4238

FDA Class II Medical Device
Over 99% contaminant reduction
Coverage: 3,000ft3 (8-10ft ceilings)
Power Consumption: 1 to 117 watts
Airflow Rate: 90-300 CFM
Size: 26.5” x 11.5” x 21”
Warrant/Service Life: 1yr limited/ 3yrs

MCS0270

Ask us about our additional products available via our full product catalog
PRODUCT SPEC SHEETS & OPERATING MANUALS CAN BE PROVIDED UPON REQUEST
*This unit does not meet California requirements and cannot be shipped to CA
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CONTACT US TODAY:

CHRISTINA ERMIE
INFO@MCSPROTECTION.COM
WWW.MCSPROTECTIONPRODUCTS.COM

